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Organizing Committee 

 
 
 

 
The 14th annual Young Generation Technical and Leadership Conference (YGTLC), also known as 
Ygnite, continued its long-standing tradition in Washington, DC on January 19-21, 2018 of igniting the 
spirit of collaboration among Korean-Americans across different fields to help them break past personal 
goals, encourage one another to remain gritty, and develop their careers towards success. Bright young 
professionals, graduate students, and undergraduate students from various cities across North America 
and Korea actively participated in sessions designed specifically for their topical interests, broadening 
their interests, skills, and careers. These workshops and sessions covered subjects such as state-of-the-
art research projects, entrepreneurship, and leadership topics. Additionally, participants had the chance 
to interact with representatives from the conference’s corporate sponsors. 
  
This year, we had a total of 211 attending participants.  We received 260 applications, of which 233 
acceptances were sent out. We reserved a spot for YG officers from each applying institution and an 
extra spot for institutions with newly formed YG Groups to recruit more committed young leaders to the 
conference. This year, we took the extra initiative to increase the number of working professionals in 
attendance to maximize the networking value of the conference. In total, we had 43% working 
professionals, 37% graduate students, and 20% undergraduates.  The young generation participants 
ranged in age from 21 to 44 with the median age at 27 years old. Attendees also enjoyed a diversity of 
geography with 34% from the West Coast, 48% from the East Coast, 16% from the Midwest/Central, and 
2% from international. We also worked hard to spread the news to new participants so we could grow our 
network. Of the people who attended, 40% were first-time participants, and 60% were returning 
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participants.   
 
Overall, Ygnite 2018 was a huge success. The conference drew press coverage from the local news, and 
we received extensive positive feedback from participants, organizers, and speakers. 
 

Keynote and Plenary Speakers 
The purpose of the Keynote and Plenary sessions was to empower the participants by exposing them to 
well-established leaders that influence and impact the Korean-American community. Through engaging 
talks and Q&A sessions, the speakers were presented as role models for the participants. Both speakers 
were carefully selected as personifications of this year’s theme of “GRIT: Greatness Requires Integrity 
and Tenacity” demonstrated by their experiences and accomplishments in their respective fields; they had 

to persevere in different ways to succeed. 
 
Ms. Daphne Kwok is Vice President of Multicultural Leadership for the 
Asian American & Pacific Islander Audience Strategy at AARP.  Her work 
empowers Asian Americans & Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) to choose how 
they live as they age.  
 
Ms. Kwok was appointed by President Barack Obama in 2010 to chair his 
Advisory Commission on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. The 
Commission served as the “eyes and ears” of the community advising the 
President and the federal government about the issues impacting the 
AAPI community.  As Chair, Ms. Kwok met with AAPI communities 
throughout the country, connecting them to regional federal agency 
representatives.  This opened an opportunity for the agencies to learn 
about these communities and to acquaint them with their programs and 

services.   Ms. Kwok concluded her term as Chair in May 2014 but continued as a commissioner until 
February 2017. 
 
Ms. Kwok’s talk was centered around Korean-American political empowerment.  First, she gave racial 
discrimination examples that ranged from everyday incidents, that most participants admitted they 
observed, all the way to a recent incident in the White House.  She spoke about how under-represented 
our community is, the impact of the under-representation (Korean students rank 4th in DACA numbers), 
and how we can start to change that.  The most notable action was to participate in the 2020 census as 
well as support local Korean-American politicians. 

 
 
Dr. Dennis Choi is Professor and Chair of the Department of Neurology 
and Director of the Neurosciences Institute at Stony Brook University. 
Prior positions have included Vice President for Academic Health Affairs 
at Emory University, Executive Vice President for Neuroscience at Merck 
Research Labs, Head of Neurology at Washington University Medical 
School, and Director of the Brain Science Institute at KIST in Seoul. Dr. 
Choi received his M.D. from the Harvard-MIT Health Sciences and 
Technology Program, as well as a Ph.D. in pharmacology and neurology 
training from Harvard. As a fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and member of the National Academy of 
Medicine, he served as President of the Society for Neuroscience, Vice-
President of the American Neurological Association, and Chairman of the 
U.S./Canada Regional Committee of the International Brain Research 

Organization. He has been a member of the Board on Life Sciences of the National Academy of 
Sciences, Councils for the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, the National Institute 
on Aging, the Society for Neuroscience, the Winter Conference for Brain Research, the International 
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Society for Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism, and the Neurotrauma Society.  He has been a pioneer 
in developing the field of neuroprotection: identifying mechanisms responsible for nervous system injury 
in disease states, especially ischemia and trauma, and developing therapeutic countermeasures.  Much 
of his early work focused on excitotoxicity and calcium overload; later, his laboratory expanded 
considerably to include programmed cell death and disturbances in the homeostasis of other ions, 
including potassium and zinc. 
  
Dr. Choi outlined his career travelogue, which centered around his work as a physician-investigator in 
academic neurology, but also included full-time positions in academic administration, the pharmaceutical 
industry, and in a disease foundation. When Dr. Choi began his medical training more than 40 years ago, 
clinical neuroscience was predominantly focused on bedside exams and prognosis, as treatment options 
were limited. Much has improved since then, but many therapeutic breakthroughs for nervous system 
diseases still remain undiscovered. Dr. Choi described his efforts to understand and inhibit the 
mechanisms of pathological neuronal death, working with both cell cultures and humans’ and shared 
personal perspectives gained along the way. 
 
Photos during Keynote [Photography by Will Kim] 
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Participant Sessions 
This year, the program team oversaw the participant-led program sessions, which included lecture 
sessions, moderated panels, workshops, poster sessions, and YG summit. In addition, for this year, 
Ygnite 2018 introduced two new programs: Lightning Talks and a Visa session, hosted by the Korean 
Embassy. 
 
Lecture Sessions: Participants who presented through 
the lecture session avenue shared their research and 
works to Ygnite attendees. The lectures were divided 
into the following groupings that then comprised a total 
of six individual lecture sessions: Grouping A: (1) 
Healthcare, (2) Biomedical sciences; Grouping B: (3) 
Physical Sciences, (4) Start-ups and the Start-up World; 
Grouping C: (5) Education & Skill Development, (6) Data 
and Economics. Compared to previous years, this year, 
the lecture sessions had a maximum of four to five 
presenters, allowing for each presenter to share his/her 
work for 10 minutes and a group Q&A followed all the 
presentations.  
 
Presenters ranged from undergraduate students sharing their research to professionals who shared 
about their careers and technology trends. Presenters were asked to submit their material prior to Ygnite 
for review by the program team to ensure that presentations had limited technical jargon that could 
distract and/or derail audience engagement. Moreover, presenters were judged by both the audience and 
two organizers who all received scorecards that were then normalized. Each presentation was judged 
based on quality of delivery, engagement of audience, as well as ability to answer questions. For each 
grouping, the best lecturer was awarded a prize during the Award Ceremony Saturday night.  
 
 
Moderated Panels: Ygnite hosted four moderated 
panels during the conference. These theme-based 
panel sessions focused on the active engagement 
between the participants and the panel speakers. During 
the application process, participants could request 
consideration to be a panelist for each of the moderated 
panels, submitting a bio as well as a paragraph on how 
their experiences were relevant to the panel theme. The 
purpose of these panels was to provide Ygnite 
attendees a wide diversity of not just panel topics but 
also a wide variety of voices and experiences within 
each panel. The themes were the following: 
 

A. The path of research: Research culture and the job market has significantly changed, with PhD or 
MSc graduates (or students) taking on diverse roles beyond academia, while the roles of 
researchers are constantly evolving. Discussion topics included the greatest challenge and 
benefit that aspiring researchers faced in each of their respective sectors and advice to students 
aspiring to become researchers. The reception of this panel was well received, as more and more 
Ygnite attendees are at the PhD and post-doctoral stage; one of the distinctions of this panel was 
that it was not about how to get into grad school, but what to do after.  
 

B. The future of healthcare: Healthcare professionals of this century face unique challenges. It’s 
crucial to understand these challenges and trends in healthcare to better prepare for the future. 
As such, the panelist for this theme included not only doctors and pharmacists but also those in 
healthcare policy and medicine. Ygnite participant feedback reflected an appreciation for the 
diverse set of voices.  
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C. Evolving work styles and global perspectives: As time goes on, the world and industries across 

the globe are becoming more interconnected and integrated. Professionals and students will have 
to learn how to navigate these changing work styles and perspectives. As such, the panelists 
included both industry professionals who work in global settings and teams in other countries, as 
well as academics whose area of study include globalization and global citizenry.  

 
D. Breaking into the startup world: Many people have great or singular ideas that can change the 

world, but not everyone can make it succeed in reality. With the changes in policy and 
technology, hopeful businesses will have to navigate a new world. It will be important to 
understand how to prioritize and focus, while dodging potential obstacles to succeed. The 
panelists for this session comprised of various startup professionals— all of whom were at 
different stages in their start-up process, whether in the launch of their product or raising capital 
for investment.  

 
The panels themselves constituted of A) Panel speaker’s brief introduction of his/her background, B), 
panel speaker’s response to the designated theme/questions and C) anonymous or open Q&A style 
discussion, all facilitated by a single moderator. This year, the moderators received training on how to 
facilitate these dialogues and were given questions should none arise from the audience.  
 
 
Workshops:  Select participants were given 45 to 75 minutes to lead a small group of their fellow 
participants through a curated workshop. The program team identified engaging speakers and worked 
with them to determine a topic and format that would engage conference attendees and be a skills-
building benefit that Ygnite attendees needed for their professional developments. The sessions were 
designed to be highly interactive with a workshop component so that attendees could practice the topical 
component.  
 

 
 
This year, the two workshops Ygnite offered for participants were the following (1) You know everything 
but this: How do you sell yourself? by Stella Chun as a way to talk about marketing and branding, and (2) 
I have the data then what? This is what you need to know by John Lee as a crash course to the world of 
data science.  
 
 
Poster Sessions: There were approximately 100 poster presenters this year at Ygnite 2018. The Poster 
Session was held on Saturday afternoon and was divided into two separate periods where in each period, 
half the participants were assigned to present, while the other half could have the chance to learn what 
their peers had to share through their poster presentations. The presentations ranged in many different 
topics such as pharmaceutical research, mechanical engineering, big-data analysis, and local Young 
Generation leadership experiences.  
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Poster presenters were asked, prior to Ygnite, to prepare a 2-minute oral presentation of their poster for 
both the session as well as for the Poster Session Judges, who, in pairs, judged posters based on 
content, visual presentation, oral presentation, and ability to answer follow-up questions. Poster awards 
for “Best Poster,” which were divided amongst four categories (YG, undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional), were recognized during the Awards Ceremony Saturday evening. 
 
 
YG Summit: Two sessions of YG Summit were held to provide YG representatives with useful tips as well 
as networking opportunities. These programs, compared to previous years, specifically targeted YG 
leadership development and problem-solving for areas that hold YG chapters back in their developments. 
During YG Summit I, the participants were able to meet and interact with other YG chapters and worked 
through different case studies of leadership models to both apply and reflect on their past experiences. 
Moreover, YG representatives participated in a strengths-based leadership assessment of both 
themselves and their respective teams. For YG Summit II, participants discussed useful tips on some of 
the common challenges encountered with their chapters— specifically on the challenges that deter 
growth in membership and event-participation. As such, at the national level, YG representatives had time 
to discuss and address the questions and concerns that local YG chapters had.  
 
 
Lightning Talks: As a brand new program for Ygnite, 
Lightning Talks was devised by the Ygnite 2018 program 
team to create an avenue where participants could deliver 
short, impactful presentations to engage the audience on 
a topic related to this year’s theme of G.R.I.T.  
 
Modeled after TedTalks, applicants who chose to 
participate as Lightning Talk presenters delivered 5-
minute talks including  “Juggling Life-Work Balance,” 
“Chronic Disease State Management,” “Chillax; Get 
Carried by your Positivity,” and “What You Need to Know 
about Depression.” Prior to Ygnite, each Lightning talk 
participant submitted an outline (and visuals if applicable) to the program team for review and guidance, 
given the new structure of content. Lightning Talk presenters were split into two sessions on Saturday 
afternoon, each with a diverse range of content. Each session was judged by both participants and 
designated reviewers on content and delivery; from 
the criteria, one Lightning Talk presenter was 
recognized on Saturday during the Awards 
Ceremony.  
 
 
Visa Session: This year, Ygnite 2018 introduced a 
special session to discuss visas and immigration for 
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participants. Hosted by the Korean Embassy, the session provided an intimate Q&A session with an 
immigration lawyer where participants discussed some of their most pressing queries, including H1 visas, 
as well as timing for application and common mistakes to avoid.  
 
Following the session, participant feedback was highly positive as participants appreciated the relevancy 
in topic as well as request for a longer session for future years.  
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Networking and New Programs 
 

Nametag Stickers: We changed the layout of the nametag and provided stickers to personalize 
them. This helped to break the ice among participants.  
 
Ygnite Buddies: We arranged groups of 3-4 participants, who optionally 
participated in this program to encourage networking before and during the 
conference based on their registration survey responses. We also matched 
first-time attendees with experienced attendees to make first-time attendees 
comfortable and prepared for the conference. This was a new pilot program 
for Ygnite 2018.  
 
 
Team Competition: This year, city tour was changed to team competition. To promote organic 
networking and to enhance the connections among participants at a deeper level, participants 
were assigned to a group for half a day to explore downtown Washington D.C. or Tyson Corner 
and complete an overarching mission as a team. The groups were encouraged to communicate 
and discuss and execute ideas for each activity. They were asked to provide a photo reenacting 
a scene from a movie/ TV series / K-drama with a subtitle/caption. Photos were judged by a 
committee, and the final three photos were shown during Saturday’s dinner and the winning 
team was announced.  
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Sponsor-VIP Happy Hour: This year, we achieved new record donation amounts from both corporate 
sponsors and individual donors (primarily working professionals participating in the conference). The VIP 
Happy Hour was a special networking event held for donors, sponsors, and speakers to meet, network, 
and discuss the future of YG development in KSEA.  We hope to continue this event in order to thank the 
donors as well as encourage other multi-year participant professionals to support KSEA and Ygnite in the 
future. 
 
In addition to the generous support of our co-hosts Korean Federation of Science & Technology Societies 
(KOFST) and Korea-U.S. Sciences Cooperation Center (KUSCO), a record high number of corporate and 
individual donors supported Ygnite this year. The corporate sponsors included Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence (ODNI), National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), National Security Agency (NSA), Department of Homeland Security (DHS), National 
Ground Intelligence Center (NGIC), Delta, Tinder, EpiSci, David and June Kim Foundation, Bixtar, 
HRCap, and LG. Individual donors are John Lee. Jim Hyung Lee, Dennis Kwon, Katherine Cho, Hyon 
Lee, Brain Min, Carol Rim, Eugene Yoon, John Yoo, Solomon Kang,  Yun Young Yim, Ki Beom Kwon, 
and 17 anonymous donors including Friends of Ygnite. Friends of Ygnite is a group of anonymous donors 
that was formed last year and supported Ygnite 2017. This year, their generous support continued 
topping their last year’s contributions. 
 
  

 
 
Raffles: This year, participants were able to earn raffle tickets throughout the conference based 
on their engagement and participation at the conference. At Saturday’s dinner, we raffled one 
round-trip international flight and one domestic round-trip flight. Tickets were generously gifted 
from Delta to participants.  
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Domestic Flight Raffle Winner: Pum Kim 
International Flight Raffle Winner: Daniel Choi 
 
Ygnite 2018 Awards 
 
Award Winner 
Best Undergraduate Poster Award Jiyeoung Jessie Choi 
Best Graduate Poster Award John Yoo 
Best Professional Poster Award Juno Song 
Best YG Poster Award Angela Choi 
Best Lecture Award: Category 1 
(Healthcare + Biomed Science) Richard Oh 
Best Lecture Award: Category 2 
(Physical Sciences + Startup) Solomon Kang 
Best Lecture Award: Category 3 
(Education and Skill Development + 
Data and Economics) Rachel Lee 
Best Lightning Talk Sooyeon Bang 
 

  

Post Conference Comments 
Short Testimony 1: 
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Jang Won Yoon, MD, Mayo Clinic Florida 
 
“I feel very fortunate to be invited to this amazing conference full of smart, motivated and kind individuals who are 
leaders in their respective fields. These people become your life-long friends.”  
 
Short Testimony 2: 
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Elmer Min, Symantec Corp 
 
“Ygnite 2018 was lit! I was able to connect with so many intelligent and passionate people, it was definitely a great 
way to start off the year.” 
 
Short Testimony 3: 
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Alex Kim, Founding Member at Marda 
 
What can I say about Ygnite - for current students it’s a fantastic opportunity to meet or see other students from 
different and various colleges while also having the opportunity to ask about what it’s like in the working world 
from professionals who have either just started their first jobs or been in the industry for a few years from all over 
the US. To speakers it’s a chance to share professional and life experience. 
 
For all it's a good way to share and hear about fellow Korean and Korean-Americans from all walks of life and get 
an update on how the Korean-American STEM community is currently living and breathing. KSEA also provides a 
state of affairs. 
 
At the same time Ygnite is an event to have good times or come see old friends. 
 
Short Testimony 4: 
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JaeYeon Eric Kim, Senior Undergraduate at Purdue University 
 
“The best part of Ygnite 2018 was, without a doubt, the people – their laughter, passion, and professionalism. There 
is no conference like Ygnite that successfully brings the leaders of Korean Americans and Koreans together from 
across the nation. In 3 days, erudite speeches from pioneers, panel talks from changemakers in different fields 
widened my intellectual and cultural horizons. I left the conference with a renewed sense of hope and full of joyful 
memories” 
 
Short Testimony 5: 
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Jihu Kim, Senior Undergraduate at Cooper Union 
 
“I attended my first KSEA event, Ygnite, with little to no knowledge of what to expect. But the remarkable 
memories I had with the people I met through presentations, dinners, and social activities certainly motivated me to 
be excited for other upcoming KSEA events. I was fortunate to be part of such welcoming community that facilitates 
meaningful bonds among participants. Thank you KSEA!” 
 
Short Testimony 6: 
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 M. Juno Song, Designer, Kuth Ranieri Architects 
 
“I had an amazing first experience attending Ygnite.  Ygnite provided a welcoming environment to connect and 
engage with so many intelligent, ambitious, and driven students and young professionals.  Not only did I increase 
my professional network, but more importantly, made good friends in the process that I can now connect with from 
all different parts of the U.S. Thanks Ygnite!!” 
 
Short Testimony 7: 
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Kevin Kim, Cooper Union 
 
“This was my first time attending Ygnite (YGTLC) conference. I heard only good stories about it, and I was very 
excited to be the part of it this year. Who said that the bigger the expectation, the bigger the disappointment? The 
experience was definitely an eye-opening experience, which exceeded my expectation. I absolutely enjoyed sharing 
stories and having conversations with amazing and passionate individuals. Even the small talks I had in the 
elevators, I truly enjoyed it. Also, it was amazing to see our peers running the sessions and sharing their knowledge. 
Where else can we find room full, no, hotel full of smart, passionate, and warm-hearted individuals? Only in KSEA. 
I am very thankful for this wonderful opportunity to be a part of such a great community, and very excited for future 
adventures with KSEA.” 
 
Long Testimonial 1 
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Lesley S. Park, PhD, MPH 
Associate Director, Research and Data Strategy, Stanford Center for Population Health Sciences 
Instructor, Stanford University School of Medicine 
 
I am so grateful to have joined KSEA and Ygnite this year. What started as pure curiosity (in what the organization 
represents and who the members are) has now turned into a commitment to contributing to the community of 
Korean-American scientists and engineers. I was truly impressed at the organization and execution of the 
conference. 
 
It was remarkable to see the enthusiasm from all of the returning attendees, evincing the quality of the professional 
program and development of friendships through KSEA Ygnite. However, this energy was not intimidating for a 
first-timer such as myself. I appreciated the efforts for “pre-introductions” so that I would have friendly faces from 
the start of the meeting and the inclusive nature of new and old members. The program of the meeting was 
substantive, and I learned so much from my fellow attendees, both inside and outside of my field. 
 
Thank you again to the conference organizers, and congratulations for an extremely successful event. My only regret 
is that I did not know about Ygnite earlier in my training and career; however, I’m looking forward to the continued 
friendships and participating in the growing KSEA network. 
 
 
Long Testimonial 2 
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Edward Hong 
Computer Engineer, Apple 
 
My 2.5 year journey with KSEA - YG. 
 
This past January I had the privilege of attending the 2018 Ygnite in Tyson’s Corner. This was my third Ygnite in 
three years and every Ygnite I have attended I come away with an invaluable network of friends and exposure to a 
diverse set of disciplines. 
 
It all started back in Sept 24, 2015 when I received an email from a coworker at Apple recommending I apply for 
something called YGTLC - Ygnite 2016. I had no idea what it was and from the little I could gather from the 
conference webpage I decided “why not”. After submitting my application and receiving the acceptance email I 
admittedly didn’t have high expectations that I would get anything out of the conference. But before the conference 
began I attended the San Francisco pre-union along with at least a half dozen other first time attendees. I was struck 
right away by the quality of people that I met and the enthusiasm from the people who have attended previous years’ 
conferences. After attending my first Ygnite conference in Dallas I understood what made this experience so 
appealing. There is no better opportunity ANYWHERE where as a young Korean professional you can meet and 
network with the best in their field in a welcoming environment where everyone checks their egos at the door. 
 
Each year the Ygnite experience has improved for me and the passion from the organizers to provide the best 
experience possible is tangible. Each subsequent year I see a more diverse group where there is a better 
representation from all fields, especially in technology and engineering.   
 
Like any event that involves a very large group of attendees traveling from all parts of North America there can be 
hiccups along the way. What impresses me the most is how everyone (organizers and attendees) come together to 
assure everything goes smoothly. 
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Ever since I attended that first Ygnite event back in 2016 I feel the excitement building every late summer with the 
opportunity to apply for the upcoming Ygnite. It truly is a privilege to attend and one that I will always remember 
and cherish as I continue to grow both in my career and my personal life journey. 
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